
Classic Composite Railing System 
Add the finishing touch to your composite 
decking project with the addition of the 
Composite Railing System. 

· Three colours available -   
 Brown, Graphite & Silver Grey
• Will not rot like traditional   
 timber
· Requires no painting or    
 staining
· Low maintenance
· Brushed finish
· Splinter free
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Size: 1600 x 885mm

Available in a traditional brushed 
finish and three colours to 
complement our Woodgrain Classic 
Composite Decking, our railing 
system will enhance the look of 
your outdoor space while providing 
additional safety benefits. 



Guidance:

Post mounts must be secured to sub frame 
to ensure sufficient holding strength. Fit post 
mount using hex head coach screws. Post can 
then be placed over the post mount and post 
skirt fitted.

Two lugs are provided for each spindle.
One each end, staggered. It is essential that 
tolerances are designed into composite railing 
and fencing systems, to accommodate thermal 
expansion. To reduce any movement, we advise 
that a small dot of polymer silicone is applied 
to the side of lugs, and post mounts, before 
components are connected.

An aluminium support bar is supplied to insert 
in the central chamber of the base rail to 
provide additional rigidity.

When fitting base or hand rail into brackets, 
ensure a 2mm expansion gap is allowed 
between the rail ends and back plate of bracket. 

An additional Post Kit may be required to 
complete your project.
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Post Kit Contents:

1no - Post - 100x100x1200mm

1no - Post Mount 50x50x600mm

4no - Hex Head Coach Screw

1no - Post Cap

1no - Post Skirt

Railing Kit Contents:

1no - Post - 100x100x1200mm

1no - Hand Rail – 90x40x1500mm

1no - Base Rail – 90x40x1500mm

1no - Aluminium Base Rail Support Bar

4no - Hand & Base Rail Brackets & Screws

9no - Spindles 60x40x800mm

18no - Spindle Lug & Screws

1no - Post Mount 50x50x600mm

4no - Hex Head Coach Screws

1no - Post Cap

1no - Post Skirt
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Colours available:
  Brown         Graphite      Silver Grey


